
The Prestige Three
To reach the soul in music, there are no shortcuts.

Qln is proud to present the new Prestige Three floorstanding 
speaker.

Based on the classic Qln Signature 3 design, again offering refined 
speaker engineering at the pinnacle of a classic 2-way speaker 
design. 

Incorporating over four decades of speaker research, development, 
design and construction, the Qln Prestige Three carries the legacy of 
a timeless combination of form, function and performance.

Re-engineered to provide an unprecedented high-end 2-way floor-
standing audio transducer, presenting truly enticing audio 
reproduction without any impediment or compromise, packaged in 
perfect symbiosis and harmony.

Impedance: 8 ohms
Amplifier requirements: 25-250 Watt RMS
Sensitivity: 87 dB SPL 1 Watt 1m
Low frequency performance: -3dB 28Hz
Cabinet: Qboard® Technology
Terminal: Single wire, WBT Nextgen®
Dimensions (HxWxD): 900x210x420mm, with feet 
954x310x483
Weight: 27 kg each
Finish: Walnut Piano, Walnut Matt, White satin

www.qln.se

The Prestige Three is a 2-way floorstanding design where most of the 
parts have been sourced from the Qln Signature 3.

A slanted baffle provides perfect time alignment between woofer and 
tweeter and the truncated pyramid cabinet top with its minimized 
baffle area suppresses any standing waves inside the cabinet also 
offering improved 3D imaging. 

By again basing the cabinet construction around Qln’s unique 
Qboard® technology, structural resonances are eliminated. 

The bass reflex port with its trumpet shape at both ends eliminates air 
turbulence.

Cabinet is de-coupled from the floor via solid feet with cones and 
pucks constructed out of hard, high damping materials. 

The bass/mid range and treble drivers have been specifically selected 
and custom developed by industry renowned Danish driver 
manufacturer Scan Speak and offer the latest in 21st century 
advanced driver technology. 

All parts have one thing in common. Non-resonant behaviour from 
connector, cables, crossover, speaker drivers through the cabinet with 
the damping feet. This suppresses disturbing noise, offering more and 
better dynamics with better silence between the tones thanks to the 
lower noise floor.

In the Prestige Three nothing is added - just pure music!


